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Abstract
In Ulam’s game Paul tries to ﬁnd one of n possibilities with q Yes–No questions, while
responder Carole is allowed to lie a ﬁxed number k of times. We consider an asymmetric
variant in which Carole must say yes when that is the correct answer (whence the halflie). We
show that the maximal AkðqÞ for which Paul wins has the asymptotic form
AkðqÞ ¼ 2qþkk!qk þYð2qqk
1
2Þ:
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The basic liar game has two players whom we call Paul and Carole and three
integer parameters ðn; q; kÞ: Paul is trying to ﬁnd an unknown xAf1;y; ng by asking
q questions of Carole. The questions must all be of the form ‘‘Is xAA?’’, where A is a
subset of f1;y; ng: Carole, the responder, is allowed to lie; however, she may lie at
most k times. Paul wins if at the end of the q questions and responses the answer x is
known with certainty.
Carole is allowed to play (and will play) an adversary strategy. That is, she does
not preselect a particular x; but rather answers questions in a manner consistent with
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at least one possible x: At the end of the game, if there are at least two answers x; x0
still valid (i.e., for which Carole has lied at most k times) then Carole has won;
otherwise Paul is the winner of the game.
We further note that Paul’s questions may (and generally will) be adaptive. That
is, Paul’s choice of question depends on Carole’s previous answers.
In this formulation we have a two person perfect information game; thus we know
that for any given triplet ðn; q; kÞ either Paul or Carole has a perfect strategy. The
question is, which one? Due to monotonicity, it sufﬁces to answer the following more
explicit question: given q and k; what is the maximal n (which we will denote by
A	kðqÞÞ for which Paul has a winning strategy?
Much work on the basic liar game was inspired by comments in the autobiography
of Ulam [10]. For this reason we, like many other authors, refer to the liar game as
Ulam’s game. The recent survey article by Pelc [6], which covers this game and many
variants, with numerous references, is highly recommended. Early references include
work by Re´nyi [7] and Berlekamp [2]. Pelc [5] solved the problem completely when
k ¼ 1: Spencer [8] solved the problem completely for any ﬁxed k with q sufﬁciently
large. In particular, it is known that for any ﬁxed k
A	kðqÞB
2q
ðq
k
Þ; ð1Þ
where the asymptotics are as q-N:
In this paper we modify Carole’s ability to lie: she is still allowed to lie at most k
times, but she is only allowed to lie when the truthful answer is ‘‘No’’. In other
words, for Paul, any ‘‘No’’ he hears is a truthful answer and thus completely
trustworthy; and any ‘‘Yes’’ answer he hears is a potential lie. As before, Carole can
and will play an adversary strategy.
We call this the halflie game. We shall set AkðqÞ equal to the maximal n such that
Paul has a winning strategy in the halﬂie game with parameters ðn; q; kÞ: Cicalese and
Mundici [3] proved
A1ðqÞB2
qþ1
q
: ð2Þ
This was proven independently by Dumitriu and Spencer [4] who showed more
generally that
AkðqÞB2
qþk
ðq
k
Þ ð3Þ
for any ﬁxed k: Our result here is a more accurate bound on AkðqÞ:
Theorem 1.1. Let kX1 be an arbitrary positive integer. There exist positive constants
c1; c2 such that for all sufficiently large q
2qþk
ðq
k
Þ þ c12
qqk
1
2oAkðqÞo2
qþk
ðq
k
Þ þ c22
qqk
1
2:
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We emphasize that all of our asymptotic results are for k an arbitrary but ﬁxed
positive integer and q approaching inﬁnity.
2. Two formulations
We shall give two equivalent formulations of the halﬂie game, which are quite
different in nature. Indeed, it has proven quite helpful to be able to regard the game
in both of these respects.
2.1. Vectors
The state of the game in any middle position will be regarded as a vector ~x ¼
ðx0;y; xkÞ: Here xi will represent the number of possibilities for which Carole has
already made i lies. The initial position would then be ðn; 0;y; 0Þ: A query—is
xAA?—corresponds to a vector ~a ¼ ða0;y; akÞ where ai is the number of
possibilities in A for which Carole has already made i lies. Paul’s query may
correspond to any ~a with integer coefﬁcients and ~0p~ap~x; where p is deﬁned
coordinatewise. Let YESð~x;~aÞ denote the new position if Carole replies yes and
NOð~x;~aÞ denote the new position if Carole replies no. A no reply must be the truth
so that NOð~x;~aÞ ¼ ~x ~a: A yes reply, however, may be a lie. For 0pipk  1 the
xi  ai possibilities for which Carole had lied i times would now have i þ 1 lies. The
new position YESð~x;~aÞ ¼ ðz0;y; zkÞ with z0 ¼ a0 and ziþ1 ¼ aiþ1 þ xi  ai for
0piok: At the completion of the q rounds Paul has won if there is precisely one
possibility left. That is, Paul wins if the ﬁnal state ~x has one coefﬁcient one and the
rest zero. Note that it is illegal for Carole to play such that the ﬁnal state is ~0:
It is natural to extend the halﬂie game to arbitrary starts. Let ~x ¼ ðx0;y; xkÞ with
all xiX0; all xi integral, and some xi positive. The ð~x; qÞ halﬂie game begins with
position ~x and has q rounds as deﬁned above. In the original game format we may
interpret this as beginning with x0 þ?þ xk possibilities, where there are xi
possibilities for which Carole is permitted to lie at most k  i times.
2.2. Packing
We shall reformulate the evaluation of AkðqÞ as a packing problem. This approach
is taken from [4]. The key notion is that of an i-set. This notion, as we shall see,
captures the set of possible response sequences Carole can give with a particular
value. For 0pipk an i-set is deﬁned as a PCfY ;Ngq together with some additional
structure. P has a rooted tree structure, a tree with depth at most i: To each wAP is
associated a set SðwÞDf1;y; qg; called the lie positions of w: The wAP at depth j
have jSðwÞj ¼ j: In particular, the root w has SðwÞ ¼ |: We adapt a useful abuse of
notation:
Deﬁnition 1. maxð|Þ ¼ 0: For Sa|; maxðSÞ denotes the maximal element of S:
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An i-set P can be deﬁned recursively. The root is an arbitrary word in fY ;Ngq:
Now let w ¼ w1?wqAP be a word at level joi with the set of lie positions SðwÞ: Let
u4maxðSðwÞÞ with wu ¼ N: (Note that when SðwÞ ¼ | the ﬁrst condition
automatically applies.) Then there is a w0 ¼ w01?w0qAP with the following
properties:
1. w;w0 agree on the ﬁrst u  1 coordinates,
2. w0u ¼ Y ;
3. Sðw0Þ ¼ SðwÞ,fug;
4. w0 is a child of w in the rooted tree structure.
Note that no conditions are placed on w0i for i4u: We further require that for each
such coordinate u there is precisely one such w0 and that these are the only children of
w in the rooted tree.
To better illustrate the deﬁnition above, we insert Fig. 1, which is a 2-set
P in fY ;Ng5; consisting of words NYNNY ; YNYYN; NYYNY ; NYNYN;
YYNNY ; YNYYY ; NYYYN and NYNYY : It is drew as a rooted tree, in which
for each wAP; the lie positions of w are shaded.
We observe that a 0-set is an arbitrary singleton P ¼ fwg: We further observe that
the sizes of i-sets P can vary considerably. The smallest size is one, taking w ¼ Y?Y
as the root. The maximal size is
Pi
j¼0 ðqjÞ; since the sets SðwÞ are necessarily distinct.
A 1-set has size 1þ l where l is the number of Ns in the root w:
We call a family of sets PaDfY ;Ngq a packing if the Pa are pairwise disjoint.
Theorem 2.1. Let ~x ¼ ðx0;y; xkÞ: Paul wins the ð~x; qÞ halflie game if and only if there
exists a simultaneous packing of xi ðk  iÞ-sets in fY ;Ngq:
Proof. Let Oi be disjoint sets with jOij ¼ xi: Suppose Paul has a strategy to
determine aAO ¼ S Oi where if aAOi; Carole may lie at most k  i times. A strategy
is a complete decision tree. We describe this tree by giving Paul’s query in all
circumstances. To every word uAfY ;Ng	 of length less than q we correspond a set
Bu: When the responses of Carole to date form the word u Paul asks if aABu: (Paul’s
ﬁrst question, at the root of the decision tree, corresponds to u being the empty
word.)
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Fig. 1. A 2-set in fY ;Ng5:
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Fix such a strategy for Paul. For any aAOi consider the set Pa of possible
response sequences of Carole when the answer is a: Then PaCfY ;Ngq must
form a ðk  iÞ-set. The root of Pa is the sequence Carole responds when always
answering correctly. For each wAPa there is a set SðwÞ of coordinates for which
Carole has lied. When jSðwÞjok  i and u is a position with u4maxðSðwÞÞ and
wu ¼ N; there must be another response sequences w0: This w0 is identical with w for
the ﬁrst u  1 questions, but on the uth round Carole makes one further lie. This
corresponds precisely to the deﬁnition of the ðk  iÞ-set. Since no response sequence
can allow for the possibility of two distinct a; bAO; it must be that Pa; aAO are
distinct.
The converse also holds. Let Paul be given a family of disjoint Pa; aAO ¼
S
Oi;
where Pa is a ðk  iÞ-set if aAOi: Paul now creates a strategy. It is sufﬁcient to deﬁne
a set Bu for each uAfY ;Ng	 of length less than q (including the empty word) such
that if the responses of Carole to date form the word u Paul asks if aABu: Let
u ¼ u1u2yur: The set Bu can be deﬁned as follows. For each a Paul checks if u is the
preﬁx for some wþAPa with r þ 1eSðwþÞ: If no such wþ exists he can decide if aABu
arbitrarily. If such a wþ exists and wþrþ1 ¼ Y then he puts a in Bu: If such a wþ exists
and wþrþ1 ¼ N then he puts a not in Bu:
With such deﬁned Bu the set of possible response sequences of Carole
when the answer is a is precisely Pa: To see this, let w be a response
sequence of Carole. By the deﬁnition of Bu; if wAPa; then a is a possibility at the
end of the game. On the other hand, if wePb; then b cannot be a possibility at the
end of the game. Let w0APb be a word which has the longest common preﬁx u ¼
u1yur with w: (u may be the empty word.) Then wi ¼ w0i ¼ ui for 1pipr; and
wrþ1aw0rþ1: By the choice of w
0; either wrþ1 ¼ N; w0rþ1 ¼ Y and r þ 1eSðw0Þ; or
wrþ1 ¼ Y ; w0rþ1 ¼ N and r þ 14Sðw0Þ: In either cases w0rþ1 is a truthful answer, and
r þ 1 is not a lie position for w0: Hence Carole’s answer wrþ1 excludes b as a
possibility.
As the Pa are disjoint at the end of the game there cannot be two distinct a; bAO
that are both possibilities. &
We close this section with a viewpoint which, although not formally a part of the
proof, has given the authors a better understanding of the problem. We naturally
deﬁne a random i-set Pi as follows. The root is uniformly chosen in fY ;Ngq: Let
w ¼ w1?wqAP be at level joi; u4maxðSðwÞÞ with wu ¼ N: Then w has child
w0 ¼ w1?wu1Yw0uþ1?w0q where the w0j; uojpq; are chosen independently and
uniformly from fY ;Ng: As the size of the random 1-set is simply one plus the
number of N in the root we have E½jP1j ¼ 1þ q
2
: More generally
E½jPij ¼
Xi
j¼0
2j
q
j
 !
: ð4Þ
To show this, ﬁx j and 1pu1o?oujpq: Let I ¼ Iðu1;y; ujÞ be the indicator
random variable for the existence of a chain w0;y;wj of elements of P with w0 the
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root and wl differing ﬁrst from wl1 at position ul : Then E½I  ¼ 2j as this occurs if
and only if for each 1plpj the ulth position of wl1 is an N; and these are selected
uniformly. Further jPij ¼ 1þPij¼1 P Iðu1;y; ujÞ since, other than the root, every
element of Pi corresponds to a unique j; u1;y; uj: Eq. (4) then follows from linearity
of expectation. Asymptotically we note that
E½jPij ¼ 2i q
i
 !
ð1þYðq1ÞÞ: ð5Þ
Paul wins from ðn; 0;y; 0Þ if and only if n k-sets can be packed into fY ;Ngq:
If the k-sets were of average size the space used would be nE½jPkj which would
force np2q=½E½jPkj: Note that this matches the result of (3) of Dumitriu
and Spencer. Paul shall actually, as most clearly argued in Theorem 3.10,
win with a somewhat larger n by using k-sets with size somewhat smaller than
average.
3. Lower bounds
Here we give a strategy for Paul that wins the ðn; q; kÞ halﬂie game when
np2
qþk
ðq
k
Þ þ c12
qqk
1
2; ð6Þ
where c1 is a positive constant, depending only on k: The strategy will involve both
the vector and the packing formats and is in three phases.
3.1. Phase I: giving ground
In the vector format the initial position is ~x ¼ ðn; 0;y; 0Þ: Paul ﬁrst gives ground
and starts at the position n~1 ¼ ðn; n;y; nÞ:
By the obvious monotonicity it sufﬁces to show that Paul can win from this
position. Some insight into why Paul has not given away too much is given in the
next section.
3.2. Phase II: near perfect splits
In the second phase Paul makes a series of near perfect splits, as deﬁned
below.
We begin by deﬁning two linear transformations of Rkþ1: We set Pðx0;y; xkÞ ¼
ðz0;y; zkÞ with z0 ¼ 12x0; z1 ¼ 12x1  14x0 and, more generally, for 1pipk:
zi ¼ 1
2
xi 
Xi
j¼1
1
2jþ1
xij: ð7Þ
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We set Lðx0;y; xkÞ ¼ ðy0;y; ykÞ with y0 ¼ 12x0; y1 ¼ 12x1 þ 14x0 and, more gener-
ally, for 1pipk:
yi ¼ 1
2
xi þ
Xi
j¼1
1
2jþ1
xij: ð8Þ
For convenience we also deﬁne a linear transformation
Mð~xÞ ¼ 2Lð~xÞ: ð9Þ
A simple calculation shows that if from position ~x Paul makes query ~a ¼ P~x then
Carole’s response is immaterial,
YESð~x;P~xÞ ¼ NOð~x;P~xÞ ¼ L~x: ð10Þ
Indeed, P~x was deﬁned so as to have this property. On an intuitive level
it seems natural that a play by Paul for which Carole’s response is immaterial
is a good play by Paul. If at position ~x Paul makes query ~a ¼ P~x we call this a
perfect split.
We shall be interested in series of perfect splits hence in the powers Lt: We are
aided by the fact that, writing L ¼ ðlijÞ in matrix form, lij depends only on the
difference j  i: Elementary linear algebra gives the formula
Ltð1; 0;y; 0Þ ¼ 2tMtð1;y; 0Þ ¼ 2tðp0ðtÞ;y; pkðtÞÞ; ð11Þ
where p0ðtÞ ¼ 1; p1ðtÞ ¼ 12t and, more generally,
piðtÞ ¼ 2i
t þ i  1
i
 !
: ð12Þ
We further deﬁne q0ðtÞ ¼ 1; q1ðtÞ ¼ 1þ 12t and, more generally,
qiðtÞ ¼
Xi
j¼0
piðtÞ: ð13Þ
The linear transformation L further satisﬁes
Ltð~1Þ ¼ 2tMtð~1Þ ¼ 2tðq0ðtÞ;y; qkðtÞÞ: ð14Þ
Let ~z ¼ ðz0;y; zkÞ: For all integers tX0 we deﬁne the tth weight function
Wtð~zÞ ¼
Xk
i¼0
ziqkiðtÞ: ð15Þ
For any integer tX1 and any ~z;
Wt1ðL~zÞ ¼ 1
2
Wtð~zÞ: ð16Þ
When the halﬂie game is at position~z and there are t rounds remaining we shall say
the game has weight function Wtð~zÞ: Thus: When Paul plays a perfect split the weight
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function halves. We note the asymptotic formulae
piðtÞ ¼ t
i
2ii!
þYðti1Þ; ð17Þ
qiðtÞ ¼ t
i
2ii!
þYðti1Þ ð18Þ
hold for all 1pipk as t-N: We further note that L0ð~1Þ ¼~1 so that qið0Þ ¼ 1 for
0pipk: Hence
W0ð~zÞ ¼ z0 þ?þ zk: ð19Þ
Comments. Paul will not, in general, be able to make a perfect split. The coefficients
of P~x might not be integral and the inequality ~0pP~x might not be satisfied. (Note
P~xp~x whenever ~xX~0:) Still, suppose that beginning at n~1 Paul makes t perfect
splits. The position after those t rounds would then be Ltðn~1Þ ¼ n2tMtð~1Þ: We
observe that when nB2qþkk!qk then the qth weight function Wqðn~1Þ isB2q: That is,
were Paul to make q perfect splits from n~1 (which he actually would not be able to
do) the resulting vector ~z would have W0ð~zÞ ¼ z0 þ?þ zkB1: If ~z had only
nonnegative integer coefficients it would have one coefficient one and the rest zero.
That is, Paul would win the game. This provides, to our minds, an intuitive
justification for the asymptotic formula for AkðnÞ: It further gives some intuitive
justification for the giving ground, replacing ðn; 0;y; 0Þ by ðn; n;y; nÞ: Their qth
weight functions differ by a 1þ Oðq1Þ factor. As our main result, Theorem 1.1, only
attempts to bound AkðnÞ within a 1þYðq1=2Þ bound this distinction would be
inconsequential. Finally, we note that qiðqÞ is within a 1þYðq1Þ factor of the
expected size of a random i-set, given by Eqs. (4), (5). Thus the weight function
Wtð~zÞ is close to (though not equal to!) the expected sum of the sizes of zi randomly
chosen ðk  iÞ-sets in fY ;Ngt:
From position ~x we say that query ~a is a near perfect split if
j~a  P~xjNp
1
2
; ð20Þ
where j  jN is the usual LN norm, the maximal absolute value of the coefﬁcients.
Note that if~0pP~xp~x then Paul always has a near perfect split by simply rounding
off the coordinates of P~x: The following result will be used to show that the
difference between perfect and near perfect splits is bounded by a constant. This
difference shall be, for our work, asymptotically negligible.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose from position ~x Paul plays a succession of near perfect splits.
Let ~xt denote the position after the t rounds. Then, regardless of Carole’s responses
j~xt  Lt~xjNp2kþ1: ð21Þ
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Proof. This is immediate for t ¼ 0; assume by induction it holds for t: We claim
j~xtþ1  L~xtjNp1: ð22Þ
If Paul’s query were P~xt then we would have ~xtþ1 ¼ L~xt: Changing coordinates in
the query by at most 1
2
can change the coordinates in the new position by at most 1:
(This occurs if, say, Paul lowers a0 by
1
2
and raises a1 by
1
2
and Carole says Yes. When
Carole replies No the change in coordinates would be at most 1
2
:)
j~xtþ1  Ltþ1~xjNpj~xtþ1  L~xtjN þ jLð~xt  Lt~xÞjN: ð23Þ
We further note, examining the coefﬁcients of the linear transformation L; that
jL~yjNpð1 2k1Þj~yjN for any ~yARkþ1: Thus
j~xtþ1  Ltþ1~xjNp 1þ ð1 2k1Þj~xt  Lt~xjN
p 1þ ð1 2k1Þ2kþ1p2kþ1; ð24Þ
completing the induction. &
Theorem 3.2. If 2tpn22k3 then Paul can make t þ 1 near perfect splits from initial
position n~1:
Proof. It sufﬁces to show that P~xðrÞX~0 for 0prpt; where~xðrÞ is the position after r
rounds. By Eq. (14), the position~xðrÞ is n2rðq0ðrÞ;y; qkðrÞÞ þ ~Er with j~ErjNp2kþ1:
The ith coordinate of P~xðrÞ is
zi ¼ 1
2
xi 
Xi
j¼1
1
2jþ1
xijXn2r
1
2
qiðrÞ 
Xi
j¼1
1
2jþ1
qijðrÞ
" #
 2kþ1: ð25Þ
As the qiðrÞ are increasing in i;
ziXn2r2i2qiðrÞ  2kþ1Xn2r2k2  2kþ1;
which is nonnegative for 0prpt; by the hypothesis. &
The second phase begins in position n~1 and Paul makes a series of perfect splits.
We shall end the second phase earlier than the above theorem allows—as the third
phase shall be ‘‘better than perfect’’. To avoid trivialities we shall assume nX2qqk:
Certainly increasing n only makes Paul’s task harder.
Theorem 3.3. Let e40 be fixed and arbitrarily small. For q sufficiently large
(dependent on k; e) and nX2qqk Paul may make Jð1 eÞqn perfect splits from initial
position n~1:
Proof. We simply check that for q sufﬁciently large, t ¼ Jð1 eÞqn; and nX2qqk
we have 2tpn22k3: &
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3.3. Phase III: algebra
For wAfY ;NgQ and 0pipk we deﬁne the i-shadow of w; written PiðwÞ; as the set
of all w0AfY ;NgQ that may be reached from w (including w itself) by changing at
most i coordinates which were N into Y : The i-shadows PiðwÞ are a special form of
i-set. For any w0APiðwÞ the set Sðw0Þ of lie positions is the set of coordinates where
w;w0 differ. For example, in Fig. 2 we include the 2-shadow of the word
NYNNYAfY ;Ng5; where for each word, the lie positions are shaded.
Suppose w has L coordinates wu ¼ N: Then
jPiðwÞj ¼
Xi
j¼0
L
j
 !
ð26Þ
precisely. In application we shall set L ¼ Q
2
Yð ﬃﬃﬃﬃQp Þ: We are guided by noting that,
for this L; jPiðwÞj is 1þYðQ1=2Þ times the expected size of the random i-set, as
given by Eqs. (4) and (5).
We associate wAfY ;NgQ with a characteristic function ww : f1;y;Qg-f0; 1g;
setting wwðuÞ ¼ 1 if wu ¼ N and wwðuÞ ¼ 0 if wu ¼ Y :
The following construction is the key to the third phase.
Theorem 3.4. There is a constant Q0 dependent only on k such that the following holds
for all 1pipk and all Q4Q0 with Q þ 1 prime: Let a1;y; aiAZQþ1: Let S ¼
Sða1;y; aiÞ be the set of wAfY ;NgQ such that
Xq
u¼1
wwðuÞuj ¼ aj for 1pjpi:
Then the i-shadows PiðwÞ; wAS; are disjoint.
Proof. Let v ¼ v1?vQAfY ;NgQ: Set
Xq
u¼1
wvðuÞuj ¼ bj for 1pjpi: ð27Þ
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Fig. 2. The 2-shadow P2ðNYNNYÞ:
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For convenience, set gj ¼ aj  bj for 1pjpi: Consider the following system of i
equations in i unknowns z1;y; zi in the ﬁeld ZQþ1:Xi
s¼1
zjs ¼ gj for 1pjpi: ð28Þ
If vAPiðwÞ and v is obtained from w by changing the r1;y; rl coordinates of w from
N to Y then the above system has the solution z1 ¼ r1;y; zl ¼ rl ; zlþ1 ¼? ¼ zi ¼
0: (This includes the extremes l ¼ i; no zeroes, and l ¼ 0; so v ¼ w and all z’s are
zeroes.)
The above system of equations has been well studied. Over any ﬁeld F of
sufﬁciently high characteristic (dependent only on i) the system always has at most
one solution, up to symmetry of the zs: As the zs determine w there can be at most
one w: &
For example, with i ¼ 2 the equations z1 þ z2 ¼ g1; z21 þ z22 ¼ g2 give z1z2 ¼
1
2
½g21  g2 and so z1; z2 must be the solutions z to the quadratic equation
z2  g1z þ
1
2
½g21  g2 ¼ 0 ð29Þ
unless the underlying ﬁeld F has characteristic two. More generally, the ﬁrst i
elementary symmetric functions can be generated algebraically over the rationals
from the ﬁrst i functions z
j
1 þ?þ zji: Explicitly, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let ej; pj be the jth elementary and power sum symmetric functions,
respectively, i.e., e0 ¼ p0 ¼ 1;
ej ¼
X
i1o?oij
zi1?zij ; jX1; ð30Þ
pj ¼
X
i
z
j
i; jX1: ð31Þ
Let pl ¼ pl1pl2y if l ¼ ðl1; l2;yÞ: For a partition l ¼ /1m12m2?S; set el ¼
ð1Þm2þm4þ? ¼ ð1ÞncðlÞ; ðcðlÞ is the length of l), and cl ¼ 1m1m1!2m2m2!?: Then
ej ¼
X
l
elc1l pl; ð32Þ
where l ranges over all partitions of j.
This Theorem is well-known. For example, see Proposition 7.7.6. of [9].
Proposition 3.6. The constant Q0 in Theorem 3.4 can be taken as k!:
Proof. As long as the characteristic of the underlying ﬁeld F does not divide one of
cl; where l is a partition of i; 1pipk; the z1;y; zi in (28) must then be the solutions
to a unique polynomial over F of degree i; and hence is unique up to a symmetry of
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the zs: As the prime factors of cl are bounded by k; it is sufﬁcient to require
Q0 ¼ k!: &
We note that for many vAfY ;NgQ there will be no w with vAPiðwÞ: For w to exist
ﬁrst the system of equations must have a solution in ZQþ1: Second, the nonzero z
values of the solution must be such that the zth coefﬁcient of v is Y : Roughly
speaking, a positive proportion of the v will lie in some PiðwÞ: This proportion,
however, is strictly less than one. Phase three, by itself, would only give a relatively
weak lower bound on AkðnÞ:
Theorem 3.7. Let Q be sufficiently large (dependent only on k) with Q þ 1 prime. Let
1pipk: Let 0pLpQ be integral. There exists a set SiDfY ;NgQ such that
1. The i-shadows PiðwÞ; wASi; are disjoint.
2. All wASi have at most L coordinates wi ¼ N:
3. jSijXðQ þ 1Þi
PL
u¼0ðQuÞ:
Proof. For any a1;y; aiAZQþ1 the set of wASða1;y; aiÞ with at most L coordinates
wi ¼ N satisﬁes the ﬁrst and second conditions. These sets are disjoint and their
union is all w satisfying the second condition. One of these ðQ þ 1Þi sets Sða1;y; aiÞ
has size at least ðQ þ 1Þi times the size of their union. &
The above argument works for any 1pipk but not simultaneously for all
1pipk: We achieve the simultaneity be using appropriate preﬁxes.
Theorem 3.8. Let p1;y; pkAfY ;NgT be such that the i-shadows PiðpiÞ are
mutually disjoint. Let SiDfY ;NgQ be such that for each 1pipk the i-shadows
PiðwÞ; wASi; are mutually disjoint. Set R ¼ Q þ T : Define Sþi DfY ;NgR to be the set
of words wþ ¼ pi3w; wASi: Then the shadows PiðwþÞ are disjoint over all
1pipk; wþASþi :
Proof. Consider pi3w and pj3w0 and suppose Piðpi3wÞ and Pjðpj3w0Þ intersect. All
elements of Piðpi3wÞ begin with an element of PiðpiÞ and all elements of Pjðpj3w0Þ
begin with an element of PjðpjÞ: Thus i ¼ j: But then all elements of Piðpi3wÞ end
with an element of PiðwÞ and all elements of Piðpi3w0Þ end with an element of Piðw0Þ
so that w ¼ w0: &
The determination of the minimal T satisfying the conditions of the
above theorem is an intriguing question to which we do not here contribute.
For our purposes it shall sufﬁce that there exists such a T : For deﬁniteness,
we set T ¼ 2þ?þ k: We further let pk be the word consisting of all Y ’s,
and for 1piok let piAfY ;NgT consist of k þ 1 coordinates N and the remainder Y ;
such that the different pi have different coordinates equal N: Note that T
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depends only on k and so is, for our purposes, a constant. We remark, however,
that the value of T very much affects the constant c1 in our main result,
Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.9. Let Q be sufficiently large (dependent on k) such that Q þ 1
is a prime. Set T ¼ 2þ?þ k and R ¼ Q þ T : Let 0pLpQ: Let ~z ¼ ðz0;y; zkÞ
be such that
1. zioðQ þ 1ÞðkiÞ
PL
u¼0 ðQuÞ for 0pioQ:
2.
zk þ
Xk1
i¼0
zi
Xki
j¼0
L þ k
j
 !" #
p2R:
Then Paul wins the ð~z;RÞ halflie game.
Proof. Combining Theorems 3.7, 3.8 we may, simultaneously for 0piok; pack
zi ðk  iÞ-shadows into fY ;NgR such that each root wþ has at most L þ k
coordinates N: (There are at most k from the preﬁxes piAfY ;NgT and at most L
from the sufﬁxes wAfY ;NgQ:) Each ðk  iÞ-shadow therefore has size at mostPki
j¼0
Lþk
j
	 

: Thus the number of wAfY ;NgR which are not in any of these shadows
is at least zk: But 0-shadows are arbitrary singletons fwgCfY ;NgR: Thus we can
further pack zk 0-sets. &
The above argument gives a critical advantage to Paul. In the application below
we shall take L to be approximately R
ﬃﬃﬃ
R
p
2
: Roughly speaking, Paul packs the i0-
shadows, i0 ¼ k  ia0; into the ‘‘lower’’ region of fY ;NgR; where the number of Ns
is smaller than average and so the size of the i0-shadows is smaller than average. The
singleton 0-sets then go in the remaining region, as their size is always one. He will,
as we shall see, be able to pack more 0-sets since the i0-shadows, i0a0; have taken up
less space.
Theorem 3.10. For all sufficiently small (dependent only on k) e1oe2 there exists c40
so that the following holds for all sufficiently large R ¼ Q þ T with T ¼ 2þ?þ k
and Q þ 1 prime: Let ~z ¼ ðz0;y; zkÞ be such that
1. e12Ro
Pk1
i¼0 ziqkiðRÞoe22R;
2. WRð~zÞ :¼ zk þ
Pk1
i¼0 ziqkiðRÞo2Rð1þ cR1=2Þ:
Then Paul wins the ð~z;RÞ halflie game.
We note that some lower bound in the ﬁrst condition is necessary as Paul cannot
win when z0 ¼? ¼ zk1 ¼ 0 and zk42R:
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Proof. We shall show, for appropriate e1; e2; c; that the conditions of Theorem 3.9
are satisﬁed for sufﬁciently large R with
L ¼ 1
2
ðR 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R
p
Þ
 
: ð33Þ
Asymptotically (as R-NÞ; Q ¼ R  T ¼ R  Oð1Þ and L ¼ 1
2
ðQ  ﬃﬃﬃﬃQp Þ þ Oð1Þ:
By the Central Limit Theorem
2Q
XL
u¼0
Q
u
 !
¼ Pr Bin Q; 1
2
 
pL
 
-Pr½Np 1; ð34Þ
where N is the standard normal. For 0pipk  1;
ðQ þ 1ÞðkiÞ
XL
u¼0
Q
u
 !
BRðkiÞ2R½2T Pr½Np 1: ð35Þ
The ﬁrst condition implies ziqkiðRÞoe22R so that
zioe2
2R
qkiðRÞBe22
RRðkiÞ2kiðk  iÞ!: ð36Þ
We shall require e2 sufﬁciently small so that
e22kiðk  iÞ!o2T Pr½Np 1 ð37Þ
for 0pipk  1: This insures that the ﬁrst condition of Theorem 3.9 holds for R
sufﬁciently large.
To show the second condition of Theorem 3.9, given the second condition of this
theorem, it sufﬁces to show
Xk1
i¼0
ziDkiðRÞ4c2RR1=2; ð38Þ
where we set, for 1pspk;
DsðRÞ ¼ qsðRÞ 
Xs
j¼0
L þ k
j
 !
: ð39Þ
(Ds may be though of as the advantage of our algebraic construction over average
s-sets.) Asymptotically (in R)
qsðRÞ ¼
R=2
s
 !
ð1þYðR1ÞÞ; ð40Þ
whereas
Xs
j¼0
L þ k
j
 !
¼
R ﬃﬃﬃRp
2
þ Oð1Þ
s
 !
ð1þYðR1ÞÞ
¼ R=2
s
 !
ð1 R1=2Þsð1þYðR1ÞÞ; ð41Þ
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so that
DsðRÞBsR1=2qsðRÞ4ð1þ oð1ÞÞR1=2qsðRÞ: ð42Þ
The lower bound of the ﬁrst condition gives
Xk1
i¼0
ziDkiðRÞ4ð1þ oð1ÞÞR1=2
Xk1
i¼0
ziqkiðRÞ4ð1þ oð1ÞÞe12RR1=2; ð43Þ
and thus (38) is satisﬁed for any coe1: &
3.4. Synthesis
Paul’s strategy is now easy to describe. To avoid technicalities we replace n by
n ¼ 2
qþk
ðq
k
Þ ð1þ c1q
1=2Þ
 
: ð44Þ
First, Paul gives ground and starts at n~1: Second, Paul plays near perfect splits
until there are some R rounds remaining in the game. Third, Paul applies
Theorem 3.10 to win. R is the critical variable here, marking the time when
Paul switches from the second to the third phase. If it is too small the conditions for
the third phase will not yet apply and if it is too large the advantage of the third
phase will not be sufﬁciently large. Further, R  T þ 1 must be a prime and
sufﬁciently large.
Recall that k; and hence T ¼ 2þ?þ k are ﬁxed. Fix e1; e2; c satisfying Theorem
3.10. Fix d1od2 with
1 e2oð1 d2Þkoð1 d1Þko1 e1: ð45Þ
Select R so that
1. d1qpRpd2q;
2. R  T þ 1 is prime.
We require here the classic result from Number Theory that for any positive g there
is a prime between n and nð1þ gÞ for n sufﬁciently large. Applying this with 1þ g ¼
d2=d1; for q sufﬁciently large there will be a prime between d1q  T þ 1 and d2q 
T þ 1 so that R will exist.
Since Wqðn~1ÞB2q; WRð~zÞB2R where ~z ¼ ðz0;y; zkÞ ¼ LqRðn~1Þ: Further
zk ¼ n2Rqqkðq  RÞB2
qþk
ðq
k
Þ 2
Rq ðq  RÞk
2kk!
B2R
q  R
q
 k
; ð46Þ
so that
ð1 ð1 d2Þk þ oð1ÞÞ2R4WRð~zÞ  zk4ð1 ð1 d1Þk þ oð1ÞÞ2R: ð47Þ
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From Theorem 3.3 Paul applies near perfect splits for the ﬁrst q  R rounds, yielding
a position ~z 	 ¼ ðz	0;y; z	kÞ: From Theorem 3.1 all jzi  z	i j ¼ Oð1Þ: Thus
jWRð~z 	Þ  WRð~zÞj ¼ OðRkÞ ¼ oð2RÞ; ð48Þ
and
ð1 ð1 d2Þk þ oð1ÞÞ2R4WRð~z 	Þ  z	k4ð1 ð1 d1Þk þ oð1ÞÞ2R: ð49Þ
For q (and hence R) sufﬁciently large
e22R4WRð~z 	Þ  z	k4e12R: ð50Þ
Finally, we must choose c1 for our main result, Theorem 1.1. As
Wqðn~1Þ ¼ 2qð1þ c1q1=2ð1þ oð1ÞÞÞ; ð51Þ
we have
WRð~z 	Þ ¼ 2Rð1þ c1q1=2ð1þ oð1ÞÞÞo2Rð1þ c1d1=2R1=2ð1þ oð1ÞÞÞ: ð52Þ
Choose c140 so that
c1d
1=2oc ð53Þ
with c the constant satisfying Theorem 3.10. Then for q sufﬁciently large we apply
Theorem 3.10 and Paul succeeds in the third phase and wins the game.
4. Upper bounds
For the upper bound we use the packing formulation, to show AkðqÞon we shall
argue that n k-sets P cannot be packed in fY ;Ngq:
Deﬁnition 2. When P is a k-set, w;w0AP; w0 a child of w; and u is the least integer
with wuaw0u we say w spawns w
0 at coordinate u:
As a warm-up, and also as a guide to the full result, we give ﬁrst the somewhat
weaker bound. This result was proven in [4].
Proposition 4.1.
AkðqÞp2
qþk
ðq
k
Þ ð1þ Oðq
1=2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃln qp ÞÞ: ð54Þ
Proof. We call a word wAfY ;Ngq rare if it has fewer than L ¼ 12ðq  K
ﬃﬃﬃ
q
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ln q
p Þ
coordinates wi ¼ N; where K is a constant. Basic large deviation bounds (see, e.g.,
the appendix of [1]) give that the number of rare w is less than 2qqK
2=2: With
K2
2
4k þ 1
2
; the number is oð2qqk12Þ so that the number of k-sets in the packing that
contain any rare w is negligible. Let P be a k-set with no rare w: Let
1pi1o?oilpL: The root w0 will spawn a child w1 at the i1-st N of w0: Then
w1 will spawn a child w2 at the i2-st N of w1: This will continue until reaching a kth
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level wk: Different fi1;y; ikg give different wk so that
jPjX L
k
 !
¼ q
k
2kk!
ð1 Oðq1=2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ln q
p
ÞÞ ð55Þ
and the total number of k-sets in the packing is at most
oð2qqk1=2Þ þ 2
q
qk
2kk!
ð1 Oðq1=2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃln qp ÞÞ: ð56Þ
which yields (54). &
Let w ¼ w1?wq: For convenience deﬁne, for 1pipq; XwðiÞ ¼ þ1 if wi ¼ N
and XwðiÞ ¼ 1 if wi ¼ Y : Deﬁne DwðiÞ for 0pipq by setting Dwð0Þ ¼ 0 and
setting DwðiÞ ¼ Dwði  1Þ þ XwðiÞ: We shall refer to Dw as the walk given
by w: Set T ¼ 100 ln ln q: (In this section we shall omit all ceilings and ﬂoors,
which have no asymptotic effect.) For 0ptoT set xt ¼ qð1 2tÞ: Set xT ¼ q:
The xt’s split f1;y; qg into intervals, we shall refer to ðxt1; xt as the tth interval.
For 1ptpT set lt ¼ xt  xt1 and DwðtÞ ¼ Dwðxt1Þ  DwðxtÞ: Thus lt represents
the length of the tth interval and DwðtÞ represents how much the walk drops
in the tth interval. Note that the argument for (54) essentially split off those w with
DwðqÞo K
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q ln q
p
:
Let 1pL and 1ptoT be integral. We say w has a ðt;LÞ-drop if
Lt
ﬃﬃﬃ
lt
p
pDwðtÞoðL þ 1Þt
ﬃﬃﬃ
lt
p
: ð57Þ
We do not deﬁne ðT ;LÞ-drops. In the following proof the last interval lT will be
treated separately from lt for 1ptoT :
Fix positive c with c
2
2
4k þ 1
2
: Call w rare if DwðtÞ4
ﬃﬃﬃ
lt
p ðc ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃln qp Þ for some tpT : Call
P rare if it contains any rare w: Basic large deviation results (see, e.g., [1]) give that a
random w has DwðtÞ4b
ﬃﬃﬃ
lt
p
with probability less than exp½b2=2: Thus the number
of rare w is oð2qqk12Þ and so the number of rare P in a packing is also oð2qqk12Þ:
This is negligible for our purposes. Thus we need only show that the number of
nonrare P in a packing is bounded from above by
2qþk
ðq
k
Þ þ c22
qqk
1
2: ð58Þ
We say that wAP has lastlie t if the ﬁnal lie position, i.e., maxðSðwÞÞ; lies in the tth
interval. When w is the root we say it has lastlie 0: For 1ptoT ; we say that wAP has
a ðt;L; iÞ-drop if
1. w has a ðt;LÞ-drop.
2. wAP is on level i:
3. wAP has lastlie lpt:
Comments. We can now give a nonrigorous description of what we feel is the heart
of the argument. Call P super-normal if no wAP has any ðt;L; iÞ-drop. Then all wAP
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would have at least 12ðq 
P
toT t
ﬃﬃﬃ
lt
p  c ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃln qp ﬃﬃﬃﬃlTp Þ coordinates wi ¼ N: The
convergence of
P
t2t=2 and the choice of T so that
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ln q
p
2T=2 ¼ oð1Þ makes the
number of N of the form 1
2
ðq  Oð ﬃﬃﬃqp ÞÞ: Then, similar to (55), we could
bound jPjXðq=2
k
Þð1 Oðq1=2ÞÞ: If all P were super-normal then the number
of P in the packing would be as desired by the simple volume bound. When
wAP has a ðt;L; iÞ-drop it will lower the value (or, at least, our lower bound
on the value) of jPj by an amount we shall quantify. The larger L is the
more jPj is decreased, but also the rarer the ðt;L; iÞ can be. For each t;L; i
we shall bound the total negative effect on the jPj that ðt;L; iÞ-drops can
make. At the end the sum of these effects over all ðt;L; iÞ is bounded
essentially by a constant times the first term. The example t ¼ 1; L ¼ 1; i ¼ 0—P
whose roots drop by between one and two standard deviations in the first
interval—would be an instructive one in what follows. We also comment on
requiring the tth interval to drop by t standard deviations to be not
super-normal. This factor of t has wide latitude, we could replace it by slower
growing or faster growing functions of t—e.g., ð1:1Þt—and still have a valid
argument.
We will need two technical lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Fix t; L and iok: The total number of w in a packing of nonrare k-sets
that can have a ðt;L; iÞ-drop is bounded above by 2qqikeL2t2=22tðkiÞðk  iÞ!3ki:
Proof. For toT a nonrare w has more than q2t=3 N’s at positions u4xt:
(Indeed, nonrare w have at least roughly half of their coordinates N in
every interval.) Let P be an nonrare k-set, and let wAP be on level i with the
lastlie lpt: A descendant of w on level k is given by a sequence w ¼ wi;y;wk: For
any 1ptiþ1o?otkpq2t=3 we consider the sequence in which wj is spawned on the
tjth N of wj1 that lies after xt: These give distinct wk so the number of such wk is at
least ðq2t=3
ki Þ:
Consider a packing of nonrare k-sets. By the basic large deviation results the
number of w0AfY ;Ngq with a ðt;LÞ-drop is less than 2qeL2t2=2: Let wAP have a
ðt;L; iÞ-drop. We have at least ðq2t=3
ki Þ descendant w0 that differ only in positions
u4xt: Hence they all have a ðt;LÞ-drop. Hence the number of such w in the packing
is at most
2qeL
2t2=2
ðq2t=3
ki Þ
p2qqikeL2t2=22tðkiÞðk  iÞ!3ki: & ð59Þ
Set
O ¼ ðt; jÞ : 1ptoT ; 1pjplt  t
ﬃﬃﬃ
lt
p
2
 
, ðT ; jÞ : 1pjplT  c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ln q
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lT
p
2
( )
ð60Þ
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with c satisfying c2=24k þ 12 as before. Note that
jOj ¼ q
2

XT1
t¼1
1
2
t
ﬃﬃﬃ
lt
p
 1
2
c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ln q
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lT
p
: ð61Þ
We selected T sufﬁciently large that
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q2T
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ln q
p ¼ oðq1=2Þ: As ltB2tq for toT
and
PN
t¼1 t
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2t
p
converges we have
jOj ¼ q
2
 ðc þ oð1ÞÞq1=2 ð62Þ
for an absolute constant c: We shall order O by setting ðt; jÞpðt0; j0Þ if tot0 or t ¼ t0
and joj0: For wAP the ðt; jÞ position is that index u such that wu is the jth N in the
tth interval, if it exists. With w nonrare if the ðt; jÞ position does not exist then w has a
ðt;LÞ-drop for some L: (With w nonrare the ðT ; jÞ position must exist for all
ðT ; jÞAO:) We deﬁne O	 to be the set of ordered k-tuples ðt0; j0Þo?oðtk1; jk1Þ:
Then
jO	j ¼ jOj
k
 !
¼ q=2
k
 !
ð1 ðc0 þ oð1ÞÞq1=2Þ ð63Þ
for an absolute constant c0: Fix an nonrare k-set P: For aAO	 of the above form we
associate (when it exists) a wkAP as follows: Let w0 be the root of P and, for 0piok
let wiþ1 be spawned from wi at the ðti; jiÞ position of wi:
Let O	ðPÞ denote the set of aAO	 for which the associated wk exists. When wk
exists it is uniquely determined. Thus
jPjXjO	ðPÞj ¼ jO	j  jO	  O	ðPÞj: ð64Þ
(P also will have elements at levels iok but we shall ignore these in giving our lower
bound.) For a given packing of k-sets we set
G ¼
X
P
jO	  O	ðPÞj; ð65Þ
where the sum ranges over all nonrare P in a packing. G is our quantitative measure
of how far the nonrare P stray from supernormality. Our goal is to bound G from
above.
Lemma 4.3.
G ¼ Oð2qq1=2Þ: ð66Þ
Proof. Suppose a ¼ ððt0; j0Þ;y; ðtk1; jk1ÞÞAO	  O	ðPÞ; so that the construction
of the sequence w0;y;wk fails. There will be a 0piok such that wi exists but does
not have a ðti; jiÞ position. This wi must have a ðti;L; iÞ-drop for some L: (Note that
for ia0 wi has lastlie ti1pti by the ordering.) Set w ¼ wi and t ¼ ti for convenience.
When this occurs we say w destroys a at interval t:
Conversely, suppose wAP has a ðt;L; iÞ-drop. It will destroy many a0AO	 at
interval t: Such a0 all begin with ðt0; j0Þ;y; ðti1; ji1Þ to reach w: The next position
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must be of the form ðt; jÞ since t is ﬁxed. (In general, a given w may have several
ðt;L; iÞ-drops, each is considered separately.) There are at most 12Lt
ﬃﬃﬃ
lt
p
possibilities
for j since w does not drop more than ðL þ 1Þt ﬃﬃﬃltp in the tth interval. There are less
than q21t elements of O that are greater than ðt; jÞ and so at most q21t
k1i
	 

possible
extensions to an element of O	: Thus the number of a0AO	 at interval t destroyed by
w is at most
1
2
qki
1
2Lt2t=2ð21tÞk1i=ðk  1 iÞ!: ð67Þ
Any a0AO	  O	ðPÞ must be destroyed by some w at interval t: This w must have a
ðt;L; iÞ-drop for some L: For a given ðt;L; iÞ the number of such w is bounded by
(59) and the number of a0 destroyed by w at interval t is bounded by (67). Thus
Gp
X
t;L;i
2q1qikeL
2t2=22tðkiÞðk  iÞ!3kiqki12Lt2t=2
ð21tÞk1i=ðk  1 iÞ!: ð68Þ
As k is bounded (and so iok is bounded),
G ¼ 2qq1=2O
X
t;L;i
Lt2t=2eL
2t2=2
 !
: ð69Þ
The exponential decay dominates this sum for L or t large so that the sum over all
integers tX0; LX1; iok converges. (This convergence may be regarded as the heart
of the argument—while some P may be far from super-normal and thus considerably
smaller their exponentially small proportion makes them a negligible effect.) This
gives the critical bound:
G ¼ Oð2qq1=2Þ: & ð70Þ
Now we are ready to ﬁnish the proof. Assume that a packing consists of A nonrare
k-sets P: Then
2qX
X
jPjXAjO	j  Oð2qq1=2Þ: ð71Þ
So that, applying bound (63)
Ap 2
qð1þ Oðq1=2Þ
ðq=2
k
Þð1 Oðq1=2ÞÞ: ð72Þ
Adding in the rare P and letting A ¼ AkðqÞ be the maximal value,
AkðqÞp 2
q
ðq=2
k
Þ ð1þ Oðq
1=2ÞÞ þ oð2qqk12Þ: ð73Þ
which complete the upper bound of Theorem 1.1.
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